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job title:    Sous-Chef in Berlin/  

Potsdam 

reference number:  HoGa - BB - 3 
 
 
 
 
Company description: 
Since 16 years our company exists in 50 locations in Berlin, Potsdam, Brandenburg region and 
Dresden. Our locations are company restaurants and public canteens in companies, ministries, 
government agencies and other institutions. We also attend our clients at events in any dimensions. 
Our aim is to inspire every guest with the motivation and the quality of our food in our kitchen and with 
our service. The service and the management of our company is certified for the quality management 
of the DIN norm ISO 9001:2008.  
Our company stands for fresh, high-quality nutrition at work and a perfect organization in services. 
 
Job description: 
You are responsible for 

� the production of cold and warm meals 
� issue of 300 till 600 food during the day 
� cook after recipe 
� organize the ordering and the storage of the food 

 
Your profile: 
It is necessary that you have an apprenticeship as a chef or a long term experience in this business. 
It is also advantageous that you have experience in canteen kitchen with planning a menu, purchase 
of goods and calculation, computer literacy. You are communicative and dedicated and you have a 
driver’s license. 
It is necessary to have (good) language skills in German. 
 
Job details: 
You can get a full-time work contract. You work 40 hours a week (regular work time from Monday – 
Friday, normally Weekend and public holidays are free). 
We offer work clothes, meals, work shoes and an interesting workplace with the guaranty in an 
established middle-class company. 
 
You are interested? 
 
Please send your CV (with a picture) with the complete contact details, the level of your German 
language skills and the named reference number (“HoGa – BB – 3”) to  
ZAV-IPS-Berlin-Brandenburg@arbeitsagentur.de 
 
ZAV Internationaler Personalservice Berlin, Friedrichstraße 39, 10969 Berlin 


